GRAPHIC
CONCERTS
by Finzo

Graphic concerts
1- Malentendu
2 - Fine heart

A graphic concert

is a living show mixing drawing, illustration,
manipulation and music.
As the story is only
told with pictures, this
sort of modern tale can
suit everybody, in every
country.

It’s not the final pictures, as those
found in books or exhibitions, which
have there the biggest importance,
but actually the drawing work in
progress, with all the process of his
elaboration - either direct drawings
or manipulated graphic systems that performs the show. This process
put the act of drawing in pole position on the scene, as a pantomime’s
gesture or a dancer’s pace. And as
for the many artefact objects and illustrations used in the show, with all
the varied tricks that make them live
and make the story go on, it’s like
a puppet show which would move in
the space of an animated book. All of
this gets the viewer in a contemplative mood, unlikely the one we can
feel in watching an animation movie
for example, because the watching time is mostly different. We can
see there the birth of the pictures,
shapes and characters, landscapes and
stuffs, and more often, as another
layer of sense, the manipulating hand,
definitely acting as a musician’s one.
And this peculiar viewing time let us
fully appreciate the music, playing in
a large range of moods, going his
own way, but always carried on by
the story streaming.

50 mn - from the age of 5
Graphics and music : Finzo
One artist on stage
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MALENTENDU

Just arrived upon the cliff, here is our
man suddenly deprived of his ears. As
he’s heading to regain them back, he
only finds out the way to fly like a bird.
Then, as each cause is being followed
by an effect, the odd quest of the lost
hears leads us in a somewhat absurd
and poetic tale, where graphic processes
always open our eyes wide as in a
childish astonishment.

40 mn - from the age of 5
Graphics : Finzo
Music : Steve Letho-Duclos
Two artists on stage
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FINE HEART

A mermaid has lost the one she loved. A crippled fisherman happens to meet her as he falls
and drowns in the see. So she saves him and, as
a payback, he restores the see creature to the
taste of life. Eventually she discovers the pleasures of the steady ground.
A story full of twists and turns, as graphic as
narrative.

Author,
illustrator and
musician as well,
Finzo leads, more than

his own production, graphic
concerts in partnership
with the Haute Ecole des
Arts du Rhin (HEAR) since
2010.

Fine Heart
Festibal
Schiltigheim, 2018
Malentendu
Café Associatif
Strasbourg, 2017
Dérangement
Cité de la musique
HEAR, 2011

Métamorphine
Pôle Culturel
Drusenheim, 2014
L’Ebouriffé
Cité de la musique
HEAR, 2012

Malentendu

Finzo and an assistant are
on stage. Only the pictures
form a live performance,
the music is played back.

For each show
Video
1 projection screen, size of which depends on the
hall gauge, at least 2 meters large

Fine heart

Finzo, an assistant and
a musician are on stage,
music and pictures are both
performed live.

1 HD video projector with HDMI connexion
1 HDMI wire from the drawing zone to the VP

Stage
2 tables for the drawing zone (at least 90 X 120
cms). Their height must be necessarily 90 to 100
cms above ground.
2 high, strong and steady microphone stands

Sound management and sound system
1 D.I. box for Stereo connexion to the stage

Light
Dimmed overhead floodlights above the artist(s)

Hall
Twilight is mandatory, darkness is expected
Entrance of the audience 10 mn before the show

Materiel assembly
Possible in 2 hours, 3 are better

Desassembly
1 hour

TECH SPECS

Audio

There are two options to set up the stage map,
whatever show is performed.
View from above

Front view

Set 1

Set 2
View from above

Front view

More information and quotes on request
Finzo
1 rue de Schirmeck
67300 Schiltigheim
France
box@finzo.net
+33 6 832 432 09
WhatsApp : Finzo
WeChat : Finzo

finzo.net

